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Joyful News - March 16, 2018
Dr. Joy S. Pedersen
Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of
Express Success
LLC, is a Licensed
Spiritual
Healer, Certified Spiritual Health
Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, ordained minister and
Doctor of Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes to
overcome their challenges with
money, relationships, career,
business, health and well being.
Working by phone using intuitive
gifts, as well as established, timehonored spiritual techniques, her
work includes clearing negative
memories, limiting beliefs, property
and karma to achieve more
effortless success.
Dr. Joy is a #1 international best
seller of a couple of books. Her first
book launched her spiritual healing
career when Archangel Michael
approached her asking her to join
him in a healing practice and write
his book, " Wisdom of the Guardian:
Treasures From Archangel Michael to
Change Your Life". Her recent
bestseller, "Clear Your Past and
Change Your Future" speaks of her

work with Archangel Michael over
the years.
Her pro bono work focuses on a
global peace and prosperity
initiative healing the cause of the
imbalances of life to the atrocities
affecting all.

Join Us!

Why Clear Your Subconscious?
Your subconscious holds all memory from the beginning of time. Some of the memories from
past lives get triggered due to experiences this lifetime. Fears may surface that stop you
from proceeding and you may not even understand what is causing them or that they are
even there.
When a client comes to me because they want greater success in one or more areas of life,
the first thing I do is tap into their subconscious to find out what might be blocking them.
During a session, I actually can read someone's thoughts to determine the limited beliefs and
fears they may be carrying. I don't always look at all the detail but am shown what is
necessary to release to set my client free. Money and relationship issues are common and
are often because of past-life situations and unreleased emotions still within.
I will use me as an example because I have worked on myself using the same techniques
for years before becoming a spiritual healer for others. When Archangel Michael came to me
and asked me to write his book, "Wisdom of the Guardian", I agreed and easily took his
dictation. What I didn't realize at the time was how much memory I had from past lives of
persecution that were holding me back. When it became apparent I was doing nothing with
the book, I looked within and identified numerous past lives where I was maimed, murdered,
or imprisoned. For obvious reasons, I did not want to repeat those experiences. This lifetime
I preferred keeping my head on my shoulders. To do so, it seemed logical to not stick my
neck out yet again.
But, it was purposeful to get the book in print to help others. Therefore, by clearing those
previous lifetimes of persecution, I became more free and more effortlessly got the book
published and began speaking about it.
Michael often has said over the years clearing persecution is a specialty. I think because I
did it so often for myself but also for so many of my clients, who have largely been
lightworkers or old souls with a mission who have blocks.
But, the subjects I clear aren't just persecution. Previous marriages and relationship
challenges are also a big one. Most couples and families have a history together and by
clearing the memories from the past, you can improve the current situation.
When you meet someone new to you in this life, your subconscious memory will be
triggered by your previous lifetime when you knew them. One of the reasons we clear sales
transactions in advance, is that if you killed someone in another lifetime you are now trying
to sell to, they could possibly not buy from you now even if logical that they need what you
sell. Obviously, not all sales transactions have that drama behind them. But, we don't know
how you knew them or what your previous relationship was with them so good to clear to
prevent unconscious blocks from preventing the sale from occurring.
The majority of the people we now know are recycled relationships with a new role and
dynamic this go around.
There are countless applications for clearing the subconscious either in preparation or an
upcoming event or because there is a limitation of sorts. We don't always have to
understand the full dynamics of the stories but by clearing the negative memories, limited
beliefs and fears that come from them, we are set free to experience a better outcome.
Wishing you a wonderful weekend.
Blessings,
Joy
Please join us and our community on Facebook and dialogue privately at
www.HelpfromHeaven.com.

March 30, 2018 - Anniversary
Celebration of the Opening of Heaven
on Earth - Live in Lakeland at 6:00 PM

April 7, 2018 - 11:11 AM EST -

Clear With Money

Group Clearing Call

Those who have challenges with money,
or karma they would like to release
regarding money, this is the special topic
we will be clearing on April 7. Register for
this one early since we have a limited
amount of spots and this is a
popular subject for people. Much of my
practice was built from people who wanted
to clear issues surrounding money.

To schedule a session
or a 15-minute getacquainted call,
contact Dr. Joy

To read the entire program and to
register, go to:

Email or call 800-801-7597

https://clearyourpastandchangeyourfuture040718.eventbrite.com
Let's get to know each other, the
challenges you face and the
solutions I provide. If there's a fit, we
can decide together what options
are best for you.

Click the icon above to connect with me through social media.
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